What to wear, whether you’re going out
with the girls or that one special guy
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After a winter of bundling up, it’s about
time to break out the spring looks.
For guys, it could be as simple as a band
T-shirt and jeans (or maybe that’s just me).
For women, it can be a little more complex
and fun. We hit up some local boutiques to
score outﬁts for a few typical spring situations every woman is bound to ﬁnd herself in:

Modeling this Plastic Island ensemble is
Alex Mitchell, 21, of Rochester. She also is
pictured on Page 18 in a L.A.M.B. dress
and a pair of her own shoes.
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As the
weather warms
up, outdoor decks and patios are the perfect places to
have drinks with the girls.
Wearing nice dresses can get
boring. This Plastic Island
outﬁt looks like a shirt-andshorts combination, but it’s
actually a one-piece romper
that’s ﬂattering to a sexy pair
of legs. And it shows off just
the right amount of cleavage,
letting a guy know that you’re
attractive but sophisticated.
(Plastic Island Hutton Belted
Romper, $159 from Dado
Boutique, 699 Park Ave.)
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The ideal outﬁt for
an upscale date is
one that other women
will think is cute and
your date will think
is hot, but classy.
This L.A.M.B.
dress does the
trick. It may seem
pricey, but as the
peeps over at Eye
Candy Clothing told
me — for L.A.M.B. that’s
not much at all. Gwen’s
Stefani’s clothing label (the letters
stand for Love Angel Music Baby)
matches the rock star’s chic personality. (L.A.M.B. Strapless Drape
Dress, $336 from Eye Candy Clothing, 320 East Ave.)
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No one’s
hotter than
Ke$ha right now.
This outﬁt captures the young
pop star’s party look perfectly. It
also makes good use of Kanye
West’s memorable line from
“Swagga Like Us.” Not really
sure what “My Swagger is Mick
Jagger” means, but who cares?
Head off to this spring’s biggest
parties “feeling’ like P. Diddy.”
(Local Celebrity ‘My Swagger Is
Mick Jagger’ T-shirt, $28, and
Fifth Culture Sequin Cardi,
$66.75, from Eye Candy Clothing,
320 East Ave.)
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Modeling a Local Celebrity tee and Fifth Culture Cardi is Amalia
Lazarakis, 23, of Rochester. (The jeans are her own.) She also is
pictured on Page 20 in a BB Dakota dress.
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This BB
Dakota dress
from Thread is sure to make
you look as beautiful as the
lilacs in Highland Park this
May. The dress is versatile.
It could have an alternative,
indie look, depending on
how you accessorize it, or it
could simply be the perfect
dress to wear while shopping on Park Avenue. Just
watch heads turn as you
walk past Jine’s. (BB Dakota Technicolor Cody
Dress, $54, from Thread,
654 South Ave.; Erica Weiner “Circles & Squares”
brass necklace, $60, from
Thread; Tano Tangerine
Chicklit Crunch wallet; $89,
from Dado) ◆

